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DIVING INTO THE

LEVERAGING THE NEXT FRONTIER

FOR BUSINESS EXPANSION



Before embracing any new technology, it’s important to understand the 

platforms, devices and interfaces there are to play with. To gain a better 

grasp on the metaverse, and provide recommendations on how different 

global industries can respond with transformative ideas, Taylor will be 

releasing a series of guides that will help demystify this new era of virtual 

connections.  Our content will explore entry points to the metaverse, 

demystify language used to describe its infrastructure, checklist the needs 

of different consumers in the cyberverse and address important aspects 

that will significantly impact its governance. 
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The word ‘metaverse’ typically conjures up images of futuristic

technology in action. Enthusiastic conversations are rife with talks of

digital doppelgangers developed by humans living second, and third,

lives in virtual realms; or currency as we know it potentially becoming

obsolete in the dawn of crypto and NFTs.

This new intersection of science, technology and society is creating

brand new frontiers to engage with a newv type of consumer.

Even SXSW 2022 featured a keynote speech by an anime avatar

called Zero, who talked to attendees from an animated bunker in

Nexus World - a virtual space in the metaverse.
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W H AT  I S

The latest paradigm shift in communication and commerce knowledge 

has arrived to a welcome party of press intrigue and brand curiosity. 

However, before taking a jump into the cyber unknown, it’s important 

to identify the multiple starting points to enter this universe and 

whether it’s worth being part of at this juncture. 

So let’s begin with taking a ‘meta moment pause’ to break down the 

interoperable spaces and the noun itself

Meta comes from ancient Greek, and when used in context meant 

“beyond,” or “after”. It’s now evolved to describe something that’s 

self-reflective or self-referencing, for instance metadata is “data 

about data” or a metafilm is a movie that draws attention to the fact 

that what you are watching is a movie, such as Deadpool. In the 

context of technology, it refers to a reality existing alongside or 

beyond the confines of the primary reality that preexists it.

The Metaverse is a transcendence of the cyberspace that came 

before, namely the internet.  Essentially, it is an ecosystem of virtual 

locations and destinations that people can explore and discover 

independently, or with other people. Think of it as this:

instead of staring at the internet on a laptop screen or mobile device,

the metaverse places a person inside of it. 
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H O W  D O  Y O U  E N T E R

Let’s begin with the interface, hardware that facilitates our navigation through

the metaverse. This includes wearables (Oculus), smart glasses or mobiles. 

This new world order is requiring the re-imagination of technology 

networks and infrastructures to support these new platforms via 5G, 

AI, GPUs, MEMS and Cloud systems.

CAMPFIRE COMMUNITIES
Premium social platforms that are composed of small,
closed collectives hyper-focused on specific interests
arising from their subcultures. These channels include
DISCORD, STEREO and TELEGRAM.

VIRTUAL, AUGMENTED AND MIXED WORLDS
Simulated experiences that close the gap between digital
and physical reality, creating versions of people, objects
and landscapes that create brand-new environments.
These experiences cover gaming, eSports and retail such
as SECOND LIFE, ROBLOX, FORTNITE and NEOS.

DEMOCRATIZED VIRTUAL COMMERCE
The absence of complex supply chains and brick-and-mortar
shop fronts have led to a new economic era where consumers
can start an independent business with just a credit card, an
idea and a tech facilitator such as ELLIOT or SHOPIFY.
Social commerce is projected to be WORTH $36B.
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WHAT OPPORTUNITIES
CURRENTLY EXIST FOR BUSINESS?

The metaverse presents new grounds to attract and incentivize 

consumers to champion and purchase from brands with a clear, 

distinctive purpose in their digital [home-turf/realm]. For enterprise to 

succeed within the metaverse, the advancement of community needs to 

be equally prioritized as commercial gain. Strategies may include:

Implementing progressive 

transaction-based models that 

adapt to the growth, and 

demand, of consumers’

crypto wallets

Designing brand experiences 

that cater to the specific digital 

lifestyles of an existing, and 

new, customer market

Expanding business 

operations through new digital 

stores, operational spaces and 

delivery channels



INGRESS

INSPIRE

Analyze how your core 
audience is choosing to 
spend their time in the 

metaverse

Examine which aspects 
of the audience’s 

behavior are in synergy 
with the business 

mission

Assess how your 
business will be in 

service to the 
audience’s engagement 
with their digital world

Confirm the 
measurement of 

success and the ROI 

Choose a compelling experience platform that will best promote dialogue 
between the business and consumers/workforce such as:

Identify key learnings from the experience developed to review
strengths of the business storytelling

INNOVATE

GAMING EDUCATION COMMERCE WELLBEING

BUSINESS
OPERATIONS

WORKFORCE
RELATIONS

ENTERTAINMENT SOCIAL
CONNECTIONS
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A  R O A D M A P  T O
E N T E R I N G  T H E

To participate and contribute to the growth of the metaverse,

it is important for a business to decide the purpose in its digital

presence. When building equity within this new cyberverse,

determine the ‘why’ behind before the ‘what’ by:
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I S  N O W  T H E  T I M E
T O  E N T E R  T H E

The metaverse presents multiple opportunities for business applications that not

only benefit the bottom line but have a potentially positive effect on the global

environment, local communities and economies. From creating production

simulations for staff and stakeholders, producing unique entertainment events for

customers, to developing virtual business experiences that connect companies to

their consumer and workforce; the possibilities of brand engagement are endless.

When the first social media website launched 23 years ago, brands held back

from early adoption instead choosing to monitor the trend. A decade later,

Facebook was born and became a turning point in business strategy as a way of

accumulating more consumers with viable commercial gains. The introduction of

the metaverse brings a strong sense of “deja vu” grounded in intrepidation, where

companies are deciding if joining this ‘fourth wave of computing’ will pay off in

terms of consumer acquisition and B2B relationships.
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THE CRUCIAL FIRST STEP IS
for a business to determine the “reward and risk” tradeoff and

decide what role it wishes to play in the digital second life of

multiple audiences. Rather than seeing it as an environment

to simply mark a space as a branding exercise, identify the

business purpose of a brand’s presence. This will be the jump

off point to design the experience and establish how a

business can create value in this new world.


